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It is a common observation that many seekers take on meditation with a purely materialistic outlook on 
life. Some wish to start it as an exercise so that their heart may beat slower and it may function for many more 
years, that the digestive and eliminative organs function in a more comforting mode, or that their senility may 
be postponed. Others wish that there be a victory in a criminal or a tax evasion case, that the check books 
show ever increasing balance, that their business may produce much more profit, and that the business of their 
neighbors be doomed. Still others desire a spiritual or occult power in order to enjoy greater harmony in life, 
enjoy more and better earthly things, and to catch bigger and better fish in the nets. All of these seekers of 
meditation go on believing that fulfillment can be found in the materialistic world, money brings satisfaction, 
fame is the answer to their depression, or that fulfillment lies in good health. The purpose of this discussion is 
to stress that one can never really benefit from meditation so long as one continue to seek it for the purpose 
of demonstrating its worldly potency, that is, to gain occult or physical powers, or to achieve materialistic 
gains. Any exercise of meditation to possess an automobile, more money, or a better position at work or in 
society will only strengthen the grip of illusions and as such will be poisonous to any spiritual life.   

QZP 'Q LEQX KRU V% LE.X MZ[X @ �

Without the wealth of (Lord’s) Name, consider all other riches as poisons. 

The Guru tells us that only those will succeed on their spiritual journey whom do materialistic desires not 
touch.  

OR% PRK PZLH$Z PPTZ 3XLQ $DX LEL.$Q N, V\YZ @ KU. VRJ SUV< LMK QZKLQ VR P8ULT K< G\YZ @ 4 

The one who is not affected by greed, the love of illusions, the service of evil, and, affects of pain or 
pleasure, is the embodiment of God. 

Meditation is for the purpose of realizing God consciousness. Through meditation God’s kingdom is re-
vealed.  God is realized as the apotheosis of all good. In achieving the experience of God, our problems of 
human life are also resolved but only as a tangible. However, we are distracted to a wrong path if we desire to 
gain any thing material that is separate and apart from Divinity. Any attempt of meditation that has within 
itself any trace of desire to get something other than God’s gift of meditation, or to acquire something other 
than love for meditation is no longer the meditation. Rather it is a means to further strengthen the grip of our 
animal instincts. 

P\U\ PQ QZP LEQZ MR G8M< OZJ\ T\ VZNT QU MLP *XW,$< @ 5 

O my mind, those who forsake naam and take to the duality fall into the grip of the angel of death. 

MLS UZP QZPX QZQN LQVTU,$< KRUX GXT,$Z LEU4, VZ., @6 

Only by contemplating on the Lord’s Name one is emancipated and the rest is but a vain prattle. 

If resolution of materialistic agenda is not the purpose of meditation, should we postpone the spiritual 
journey until those agendas are completed. Desire for meditation can not be postponed until our materialistic 
problems are resolved. Often we say: "If only this pain could be stopped, then I really could begin the practice 
of meditation. I can't do it while I am in such a pain." “If I can afford a retirement sooner, I could devote 
more time to meditation, or "if only my children get married, I could be free and at peace and would be able 
to commit to meditation." In other words, people infer that the drive for meditation is hindered by some 
physical, social or financial condition. Evidence is to the contrary. For example, those who do not undertake 
meditation in youth, often do not do so when they are old. 
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3U,GZ NZOq,1 LMQ, Q UZLY$Z 'DXO, UZY< NRLH @ NLU V:H, LVDX LSUK9, U0JX QY\OZ KRLH @7

One who enjoys not his union with God in youth, rarely does one so in old age.  So, get in relationship 
with your God right now, and turn a new leaf in your life! 

There are people with millions of dollars who have not discovered divine consciousness; there are people 
in perfect health, or enjoying highest glory of public reclaim who have neither known spirituality, nor have 
they found peace or fulfillment. Therefore, the Guru poses this question to answer our riddle.  
LNQ LEL' NXVOX KRT P\U\ %ZH, @ LNDX SZH,$< KLU UZP VKZH, @ � @ UKZDX @ NXVOX Q LJ5LK P\U, V% PZLH$Z @ D8F\
P0GU VX0GU &ZLH$Z @ -87\ OZOLF MQPX JYZLH$Z @ � @ KVT, *R9\ G\L. LYJZVZ @ OVNU MR9\ Q\E .YZVZ @ JLO M\Y9,
KDXP< N\ 3ZVZ @ � @ UZMX NPZY< GK LGV VZU, @ PZ[< U0J %RJ EKX QZU, @ LMDX QUSLT VXSQ< %\.ZU, @ � @ H\NX NXVOX

PR NDX VLTJXU8 ETZLH$Z @ KLU MR LN&X NU\ VX KLU LN$Z %JTZ %ZLH$Z @ MQ QZQN KDXP< PZLU VPZLH$Z @ � @ LHQ

LEL' NXVO KRT P\U\ %ZH, @ LHDX SZH,$< KLU UZP VKZH, @ 8

How shall I be in joy, O my sibling? How shall I find the Lord, the mainspring of my life? Due to the 
love of Maya, my mind is not at peace, and my high mansions are just a beautiful shadow. In vain 
have I wasted my life in greed. I am exulted at the sight of the horses, the elephants, the gathering of 
the armies and the royal assistants. (But)  they are like a noose of vanity around my neck. One may 
have sway over the entire world, may revel in all kinds of joy, and enjoy many sensuous women. In 
actuality, this person is like a king turned beggar in a dream. The True Guru showed me the way to 
bliss. Whatever the Lord does must be pleasing to God’s devotees. Stilling one’s ego, one merges in 
the Real. Thus is the Bliss attained, O my sibling. Thus is experienced the Divine, the supporter of all. 

Whatever is achieved without the touch of God will not be right for us and it is the life experience of 
meditation of God’s Name that makes one realize.    

QZQN $Z[\ $ZY< UZLV @ LY[X QZY< QZK, VZEZLV @ 9

O Nanak, as God wills, God makes things right.  Without the Name, no one will receive approval. 

We must be aware that when most of us start on the spiritual path, our state of consciousness is material-
istic. Only on the path of Gurmat, the Guru’s way to God, we are trained to reverse the picture.  Then we 
begin to inculcate the meditation in our heart instead; and in the process of meditation, we see the desire for 
material goods, or relief from the worldly pains to disappear; lust, greed, and urge to worldly fulfillment 
vanish. In the composition of Sukhmani, Guru Arjan spoke the following for those who do not know how to 
stop nurturing their worldly desires. 

 
FZLU SGZU4 M\ NR PZJ< @ VZ' MQZ N, V\YZ OZJ< @ M\ NR $ZSXQZ G8.X LPWZY< @ KLU KLU QZPX LUG< VG JZY< @ M\ NR
$ZSXQ, VR%Z ORU< @ VZ'V0LJ LHK KDXP< &RU< @ M\ NR MQP PU[ T\ IU< @ VZ' MQZ N, VUQ, SU< @ LMVX MQ NDX S5% GUV

LS$ZVZ @ QZQN TZ N< ELO ELO MZVZ @
10

One, who desires for the four cardinal possessions, should commit oneself to the service of the Saints.  
If you long to erase your sorrows, you must ever sing the praises of the Lord in your heart. If you seek 
praises for yourself, learn to forsake ego by joining the society of the holy. If you dread the pangs of 
birth and death, take refuge of the Saints. One who only seeks the vision of the Lord, Nanak is sacri-
fice unto that person. 

It is true that when we seek, we receive materialistic benefits from the meditation. Reduction of stress, 
satisfying relationships with others, healthy body, abundant supply of materials, success in business, and 
creativity in worldly endeavors, are some of the tangible benefits of achieving the Divine consciousness 
through meditation. Guru Arjan described the tangibles that were given to him when he practiced meditation 
on god’s Name. 
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10 Dev, Guru Arjan, In: Guru Granth Sahib (1604), ,p.266, l. 4 
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LVPUDX LVPLU LVPLU VX.X SZYDX @ NLO NO\V TQ PZLK LPWZYDX @11 

I meditate continuously in remembrance of the Lord, and attain harmony; anguish and ailments are 
dispelled from my body. 

However, we must realize that the inner fulfillment must come first before the comforts of this world may 
be added. When they are achieved, it is without asking, and more importantly, after satiating any hunger for 
those. We do not ask for or desire for them. Rather, we learn that asking for any thing other than the gift of 
God’s Naam, is asking for a Pandora box of troubles. 

LY[X TX'X KRUX LM P0J[Z LVLU GX.Z N< GX. @ G\LK QZPX V0TR.,$Z DXTU< PQ N, %X. @ 12

To ask for anything or any body other than You, Oh Lord, is inviting the most miserable of miseries.  
Kindly bless me with your Naam, which is the fulfillment, and make me content that way so that may 
the hunger of my mind be satiated. 

As long as we are merely trying to exchange physical discord for physical harmony, we do not have any 
concept of what the spiritual riches are, or what the spiritual health is. Therefore, we must begin our medita-
tion with the recognition that neither physical health nor material wealth is the object of our search for Divine. 
Any desire for things or persons will prevent, or delay our entrance into the spiritual kingdom. Only the 
steadfast focus on the goal of seeking solely the God-realization will open the way to reaching the higher 
consciousness. In that consciousness, we will find all things other than experience in divinity to be tasteless, or 
to be more accurate, we will find all desires within us satiated. When we will no longer search for the satisfac-
tion that the outside world can give, but seek only eternal peace, we will open the gates to the spiritual life.   

NKX QZQN VRH, QUX VX.,$Z UZP QZP JXQ JZY< @ $DXU VJO MJX PZLH$Z PRLK$Z LQU%< SGX QK, SZY< @ 13

Says Nanak: “ One who sings the Lord’s Praise will alone be in harmony. The rest of the world is 
lured away by illusions and attains not to the state of divine consciousness.” 

As a seeker, as we Sikhs are of spiritual wisdom, an important question is what is the motivation for per-
suasion of our true spirituality? Is there an urge for God-realization, an urge that can be trodden here on 
earth?  Can it be achieved here on earth? Is there any short cut? The answer to all these questions is a yes. 
Not only there is a way of accomplishing these objectives, but there are short cuts too. One short cut, so 
simple and yet so very difficult, is to perform a bit of mental surgery on ourselves and reshape our materialis-
tic appetite. Let us take a sharp scalpel and cut out cravings for person, place, thing, circumstance, or con-
dition. Every craving must be cut away in order that only one remains. It is to reach divine consciousness and 
to fall in love with it alone. We will reach the life eternal without cutting of any worldly activity. 
JH, EKR9X E0G, &R9X LQU0NZUX GX.GZU, @ NUPX Q MZ[Z 'UPX Q MZ[Z OR%, PZLH$Z'ZU, @ QZPX SLU( %JTX JRLY0G NZ LHK

UZ.KX S<M TXPZU, @ 14

O’ the Restorer of what was taken away, the Liberator from captivity, the Formless Lord, the De-
stroyer of pain, I do not know about karma and good deeds, I do not know about dharma and right-
eous living, I am so greedy, chasing illusions.  As I choose to go by the name of God's devotee; please, 
save this honor of yours. 

Awakening of Divine within is the main purpose of meditation. Thus, any objective or exercise for mate-
rial things or persons defeats the purpose of meditation. To experience Divinity itself is the only good that we 
must seek from our meditation. 
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